
Many Much

Name: Date: __/__/20__

He then rose, desired every one to stand back from where the lion lay, and
gazed down at the beast for _______ minutes.
1.

many

After travelling many stages and for _______ days, he reached a plain of
marvellous beauty and refreshment.
2. many

She could read any English book without _______ spelling; but for pickling,
preserving, and cookery, none could excel her.
3. much

It might not take _______ time, but it might; and for either result had they
made their minds ready.
4. much

I saw handsome furniture, _______ books, and a chaos of newspapers.5. many

But this lesson was plain and practical; it had one side in particular that was
specially attractive for Charles; and he did not hesitate to explain it in so
_______ words.

6.

many

I do not make _______ progress with my French; but I do make a little, I
think.
7. much

Moreover, he then put so _______ trust in the gentleman, and had so
_______ love for him, that no one in his Court stood higher in his favour.
8. much

much

But just then the dull beat of _______ horses on the snow suddenly arose
in the hollow ear of the night, and, with incredible swiftness, drew nearer and
swelled louder.

9. many

I was in company, the other day, with an Englishman who has resided
here _______ years.
10.

many

As the ends of such a partnership cannot be obtained in _______
generations, it becomes a partnership not only between those who are living,
but between those who are living, those who are dead, and those who are to
be born.

11. many

I didn't pay _______ attention, exactly, to what he says.12. much
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I have not yet settled, being still perplexed among so _______ roads.13. many

This irony crops out in _______ places.14. many

They had lost _______ blood, and their arms were weak to strike.15. much

There's so _______ work for you to do down here, but if you do-it's going
home!
16. much

Thus _______ animals pass from land to water, but no other human of
whom I know.
17. many

During the Parliamentary war _______ windows were destroyed.18. many

_______ Frank ladies have been to see her.19. Many

He is in as _______ danger here as anywhere.20. much
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